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The f'ollowing procedures are recommended for A.lignment of' the pipe 
arrays at Sts.ti.ons 1203 9 1220 and 1230 to a horizontal and vertical 
tolerance 01 plus or mi.nus loO inch from a llne of' sight between 
working points at the extremities of' the lineso The procedure con~ 
sists of establishing horizontal control from an of'f'set line parallel 
to the centerline of an array and bench marks at convenient i.ntervals 
f'or vertical controlo The alignment of the pipes is made by hori~ 
zontal and vertical measurement from ref'erence marks on the supports 
transfered from these control points. Procedure for the 7.500 foot 
line at Station 1.203 is outlined herein and can be modified to 
accomplish the alignment of the shorter lines at Stations 2220 and 
~2JO. 

With precise equipment and qualified personnel the accuracy which can 
be obtained in establishing the alignment controls is dependent on 
the methods used and the atmospheric conditions during the aligrnnent 
operationso As the alignment of the pipe lines will be subject to 
additional f&ctors affecting the accuracy of the results including 
construction tolerances of the pipe itself 9 Temperature distortion 
a.nd wind defl.ection 9 1.t is imperative that the controls be established 
as accurately as is possible under the existing field conditionso 

Horizontal Cor.trol Horizontal ref'raction is the most likely source 
of error in this operation and as it is an i.ndeterminate quantity as 
related to the alignment 9 it will be necessary to accomplish the work 
under the most favorable conditions that can be obtained. As re~ 
fraction is caused by variations in the temperature and density of 
the air and may be increased by unequal movements of air crossing 
the li.ne of sight, align'T!ent of the contro.l. stations should be 
accomplished at night when these vari.ations are at a minimum. The 
hours just before daylight should approach the ideal conditionso 
Gusty, wfndy weather is unfavorable as it wi.11 be necessary to shelter 
the alignment equipmento However 9 a light breeze may help to minimize 
the condi. tions ca.using ""'efractiono The line of sight should be as 
high as practical. aoove the ground as the density of the air deer.eases 
with the elevation of the li.ne of sight o The l:i ne should be cleared 
of vegetation and it is desi.rable that there be a free movement of 
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ai.r across the line 9 not broken by obstructions such as buildings and 
clumps of treeso As the pipe hangers will be under construction 
before the control surveys can be completed it will be necessary to 
establish these controls on an offset line and it is desirable, be
cause of refraction problems 9 that the line be on the windward s:l'. de 
of the structures and "faveral .feet away from them.. After completion of 
the offset line, markers can be set on the true centerline of the pipe 
array of or a closer off set where they will be protected by the 
hangerso 

Six points should be established on the control lineo One opposite 
the working point at each end of the line and four approximately 
equally spaced along the lineo Before the precise work starts these 
points should be established as accurately as is possible with stand
ard equipment working under daylight conditionso They should be 
monumented with a plate or cap set in concrete which is large enough 
for the final alignment nark to be made on it after the adjustment is 
completedo From these six points the longest distance to an inter~ 
mediate alignment point on the pipe lines will not exceed 750 feet 
and additional points can be easily established between any pair 9 if 
requiredo It should be recognized that as the line of sight is 
lengthened the probability of error in reading an offset to a pipe 
line increases and therefore the maximum di stance between contT•ol 
stations should be well within the limitations of the equipment used 
for the survey-o 

Wild T=2 theodolites with diaphragms containing double vertical 
hairs are available. It has been proven that there is less obse1·= 
vational error in centering a target between two parallel hairs then 
by use of the single hairo Target and alignment lights~ with narrow 
slits and illuminated by diffused light 9 are on requisitiono The 
alignment lights will be mounted on a support with a lateral micro~ ~ 
meter adjustment similar to those used for the site Gene alignment 
(See Sketch No., l)o Portable radios will be required for corrnnunicationo 

The alignment procedure is to set up a target light at one end of the 
offset line 9 the observing instrument at the other end and establish 
the nearest intermediate line point to the instrumento Then 9 moving 
to each new point successively estah1ish the remaining line pointso 
Always moving ahead in the direction of the target light .. 

In esta.blishing the intermediate points 9 an alignment light is used 
which is mounted on a base hav:l'..ng lateral movement by means of a 
tangent screw and the amount of this movement can be read on a 
micrometer scaleo The observer brings the vertical hairs of the 
theodolite in aJignment with the illuminated slit in the target light 
then directs the movement of the align1nent light 9 which has been set 
up over the iri.r1ediate pointjl until the illuminated slit in this lir:ht 
bisects the vertical hairs in the instrumento The reading of the 
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micrometer scale ls recorded.., the alignment light moved off line in 
the opposite direction.., by means of the tangent screw 9 and the operation 
repeated., A:fter a total of six:teen readings has been taken 9 eight from 
each side of the line.., the allgnment light is adjusted to set the 
micrometer scale at the mean of these sixteen readings., A plumb bob 
is then suspended from a scribe mark center:ine; the light slit and a. 
reference mark is made on the monument capo The instrument is then 
moved ~o this newly established point, the alignment equipment to the 
next location and the operation repeatedo The complete operation 
establishing and checking all intermediate points should be perform= 
ed on three successive nights or until results indicate that aliE;n= 
ment has been established to specified tolerances., The second 
alignment should be made in the reverse direction., Complete records 
should be made of each operation including the alignment micrometer 
readings and any variati.ons found in the checks made on successive 
nights., 

Vertical Control To establish a straight line between the working 
points at thee'xtremities of the line for vertical control 9 the effects 
of curvature of the earthVs surface and refraction must be eliminated. 
As the effects of this refraction cannot be accurately predetermined.., 
it is believed that greater refinement in vertical alignment can be 
obtained by establishing a level line and compensating for curvature 
of the earth 1 s surface tha.n by attempting a direct line of sight l:rn= 
tween working pointso 

A series of bench marks should be established along the line at 
approximately 500 foot intervals., A precise level and Inva.r rods a.re 
available at the jobsite and are satisfactory for this purposeo The 
procedure is 9 starting at one end 9 set up the level midway between 
each successive pair of bench marks and carry the elevations through 
to the opposite end of the line andreturn 9 by the same method 9 through 
the bench marks to the initial marK. Extreme care should be taken in 
leveling of the instrtunent and the pll:unbinc; and reading of the rod., 
The effect of refraction and instrumental error will be negligible if 
the rod readings are taken with the instrument set up mi.dway between 
each pair of bench marks .. The operation is repeated and an additional 
check made be tween any two bench marks wher•e an obvious discrepancy 
is found. The closing error in each circuit should not exceed 0.,017 
foot times the square root of the distance in mileso The adopted 
elevations of the bench marks are the mean elevations of the two 
circuits after the closing error has been porportioned through the 
circuits. 

When satisfactory elevations of the bench marks have been established 9 

the relation is computed between the level line followine; the curvature 
of' the earthi s surface and a stra.ig,ht line tangent to this curvature 
at the nid point of the linea This correction is based on the radius 
of curvature of the earth 2 s surface at the latitude of the observer 
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a.nd the azimuth of the lineo The correctlon is then applied to the 
elevation of each bench mark and the resulting elevation isfue height 
above a datum plane perpendicular to the radius of curvature and pass= 
ing through the vertical axis of the working points at either end of 
the line., Grades and elevations" based on this datumjl have been 
competed for each pipe line., 

Stations 1220 and 221.Q The procedures to establish vertical and 
horizontal control for these stations should be generally the same as 
for Sta tlon 120 3 but can be modified sornewha.t due to the shorter lines., 
Three intermediate points are recommended for Station 2220 and two 
for Station 2230.. Due to the greatly reduced overa11 distance at 
Station 2230 the transit with double vertical hairs, which is avail
able at the jobsite 9 should be satisfactory for the alignment oper= 
a tions" 

Pipe LiJ}_e Align'Tient Procedure Ali.gnment of the individual pipes 
requires two operations., Vertical alignment and horizontal alignment .. 
Due to the large number of adjustments to be accomplished the time arid 
man power required to make an indi.vidual adjustment must be held to a. 
minimum., The following procedure is submi.tted as a basic method 
subject to modification and improvement resulting from experlence 
gained during the progrEss of the worko This method provides for 
e stabli sh:l.ng basic controls on the pipe supports from which the a.ctua.l • 
adjustments can be made with a minimum of support from survey personnel .. 
The first step is to bring the pipes into vertical alignment followed. 
by the horizontal alignment and permits completing all adjustments 
at a support before moving to the next suppo~rt o 

Ve~ic:al Alignment This adjustment is made by relation to a reference 
plane established on each set of pipe support posts (See Sketch No .. 2)o 
To simp1lfy the computations it may be practical to e c:d"'.A bli sh· a group 
of these reference planes at the sa.me elevation., For example 9 

elevation lJ.00 from station 0 + 27 .. 3 to station 30 + 00 and elevation 
lOoOO from station 30 + 00 to station 74 + 60o75o 

(1) A level circuit is run on each side of the array checking 
through all bench marks. A sp1ke 1 s set in the face of the outer 
posts~ on the opposite side rrom the cross beams~ to the 
elevations as suggested aboveo The spike must be stable and 
provide an accurate surface for support of the reference beamo 

(2) A wire is stretched taut between the two spikes at a pipe 
support and spikes set on this line in the i.ntermedia te posts .. 
This will provide a line of spikes at each pipe support all at 
the same ele-vationo 

(3) A length of standard 3" structral alu.rninum I beam is laid 
across a pair of spikes providing a reference pl.ane of known 
elevationo 
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(4) A 1eve1 rod with a target attachment as shown on sketch Noa 2 
is used to measure vertically for the adjustmento The level rod 
with the target set to a predetermined grade rod is set on the 
reference beam and the pipe adjusted to ito The operation is 
repeated at each pipe between adjacent posts 9 then the beam is 
moved across to the next posts to continue the adjustmentso 

Ho~_tal Aliknmen=t Due to the height of some oi' the pipes above 
ground level this adjustment must be made from controls transfered to 
the pipe supports as direct measurement from the offset control line is 
not practicalo 

(1) Establish monumented control points on a line two feet left 
(or north) of the centerline of the pipe array by off set from the 
primary horizontal control line., These points should be at 
approximately the following stations to.space then; between~pipe 
supportso (a} 0 + 36 9 (b) 15 + 20P (c) 30 + 06 9 (d) 44 + 95 9 

(e) 60 + 00 and (f) 7h + 50o 

(2) Construct rigld instrument stands and observers platforms at 
each of' these stati.ons to provlde a line of sight two feet above 
the top cross beams of the pipe supportso 

(J) Set up a theodolite at point (A) and sight over the line of' 
cross beams to a target at point (B) 9 then set a reference mark 
on llne on each c.ross beam f'rom (A) to a. support midway to (B)., 

Set up the lns trument at (B) sight on the target at (A) P 

cbec.k the last reference mark set from the previous set up and 
continue marking through to (B)o 

Reverse the instrument and setting on target at (C) continue 
marking through to the mid point between (B) and (C)8 Set up at 
(C) etco completing setting reference marks through to (F) by the 
same methodo 

It may be practical to accomplish this operation during day= 
light hours by taking advantage of favorable atmospheric 
condit:i.ons 9 if not 9 it can be accomplished at nighto 

(4) By suspending a heavy plumb bob (32 ozo) from the reference 
merk on the top cross beam at each pipe support 9 establish a 
reference mark on the lower beamo If any disturbance of the 
plumb line by wind is experienced~ the effect can be dampened by 
suspending the plumb bob in a container of watero 

(5) By horizontal neasurement from the reference mark in both 
directions on the cross beam set a mark at the offset for one 
side of each pipeo 
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-RES-\ f~lCTEe-

(6) With a straight edge wi.th an offsei level attached~ as shown 
on sketch Noo 3SJ plumb down from each of the reference marks and 
make the horizontal adjustment of the pi.peo 

The actual adjustments after completing the horizontal reference 
marks described above and the vertical reference plane would require 
a maximum of two surveyors work:Lng with each adjustment groupo One 
man on the rods and one computing grade rods and assisting as requiredo 
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